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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following structural strengthening of the Ramsey 
theorem [12]. 
THEOREM. Let k ~ 1 be a fixed integer, (X, Ai) a k-graph. Then there exists a k-graph 
(Y, K) with the following property: for every coloring c: K -+ {O, 1} there exists induced 
sub graph (X', Ai ') of (Y, K), (X', Ai ') isomorphic to (X, Ai) such that c restricted to the 
set Ai' is a constant mapping. 
Here a k-graph (k-uniform hypergraph) is a set Ai of k-tuples on a given set X. (X, Ai) 
is said to be a subgraph of (Y, K) if X ~ Y and M E Ai if and only if M E K for every 
M eX. (X, Ai) and (X', Ai') are said to be isomorphic if there exists a bijectionf:X -+X' 
such that M EAi if and only if {f(x), x EM}EAi'. 
This theorem was first proved in [1, 7]; see also [10]. It extends the earlier results of 
Erdos, Hajnal and Posa [3], Deuber [2] and Rodl [13] where a special case for k = 2 
(ordinary graphs) was proved. The original proof of the above theorem was not easy 
and, as a consequence, [7] contains some technical mistakes. Here we give two short 
proofs of this theorem. The first proof is partially contained in [5]. The second is extracted 
from our earlier proof. The reason for including the two proofs lies in the fact that they 
are related; nevertheless, they can be different directions: the first proof may be general-
ized to Ramsey type theorems for forbidden configurations, the second to Ramsey type 
theorems for partition of arbitrary subgraphs, cf. [7,9,11]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We find it convenient to work with following structures [7]: 
Let a ~ 1 be a natural number. An a-partite k-graph A is a pair ((Xi)~' Ai) where 
(i) UXi is an ordered set (the ordering will be denoted by <), 
(ii) XO<Xa <Xa- l < ... <Xl (i.e. x <y, whenever x EXo and y EXa etc.), 
(iii) 1M 11 Xi I ,,;;;; 1 for every i > ° and M E Ai, 
(iv) IMI = k for every M E Ai. 
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We put Xi = OUi(A), UXi = OU(A),At = E(A) and say thatA = ((Xi)f=o, At) is a subgraph 
of B = (( Yi )f=o, K) if Xi t;; Yi and MEAt if and only if N E H for every M t;; U Xi. 
We say that A and B are isomorphic (A =B) if there exists a bijection cp: UXi ~ U Y i 
such that cp[Xi] = Yi which is an isomorphism of hypergraphs (UXi, At) and (U Yi, H). 
2. A LEMMA 
Here we prove a k-partite lemma. This lemma was independently proved, using a 
different method by B. Rothschild. 
k-PARTITE LEMMA. Let ((Xi)f, At) be a k-partite k-graph. Then there exists a k-partite 
k-graph ((Yi)~' H) such that for every partition H =Hl uH2 there exists a subgraph 
((X;)f, At') of ((Yi)f,H) such that 
(i) ((X; )~, At') = ((X;)f. At) and 
(ii) At' c Hj for either j = 1 or j = 2. 
In the proof of the above lemma we shall use a special case of the well known result 
of Hales and Jewet [6]. Before we state it we shall need the following notion. Let P and 
R be two sets and let R' be a non-empty subset of R. By the line we understand a set 
L of the form 
{{ou fi' i EP} 
where fo : R - R' ~ P and [;: R' ~ P is a constant mapping defined by fi (u) = i for every 
uER'. 
THEOREM (Hales-Jewet [6]). For every positive integer p there exists a positive integer 
r = HJ(p) such that for any two sets P, R with Ipi = p, IR 1= r the following holds: For any 
partition C 1 U C2 of the set pR of all mappings from R to P there exists a line L CpR such 
that either L c C 1 or L c C2. 
PROOF OF THE k-PARTITE LEMMA. Let ((Xi)f, At) be a given k-partite k-graph. Put 
At = {MI. M 2, ... , Mp}, where MI. M 2, ... , Mp are distinct edges and r =HJ(p). Fix a 
set R with r elements and define a k-partite k-graph 
(( Yj)f, H) = ((Xj)f, At)' as follows: 
For j = 1, 2, ... ,k, Yj = ITuER X jU, where ~u = {x u, X E Xj} is a copy of a set Xj. H = 
{NCU:=1 Yj,7Tu[N]EAt for every uER}, where 7Tu denotes the uth projection. 
Obviously, for every N E Hand u E R there is an Miu E At, such that 7T urN] = Miu. This 
we abbreviate by the symbol N = (MiJu ER. To every N E H, N = (MiJUER assign a function 
A (N): R ~ P defined by A (N)(u) = iu. Obviously the mapping A: K ~ pR is a bijection. 
Moreover, if L CpR is a line and ((Xj)f, At) has no isolated points, i.e. U At = U Xi (this 
may be supposed without loss of generality), then the subgraph of ((Yj)f,H) induced on 
a set U{A -\f),fEL} is isomorphic to (Xj)f, At). (The isomorphism may be seen as 
follows: As above, let {fo u fi' i = 1,2, ... ,p}, fo: R - R' ~ {1, 2, ... ,p} be the explicit 
form of the line L. Define the mapping x ~(XU)UER by 
XU =x for u ER' 
XU =M!o(u) ",Xi for ueR', where x EXi . 
This mapping is an isomorphism, for if M = {XI. X2, . .. ,xdEAt then M U = {x~, ... ,XnE 
At for every u as M U is either M!o(u) or M U = M. Consequently {(x nUER, (X~LER' ... , 
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(Xk)UER}EH. Conversely, if {XloX2, ... ,xdeAt then {xr, ... ,xneAt for every uER 
and {(XnuER, ... , (xkLER}eH. We prove now that «Yi)f,H) has the desired partition 
property. Let H = HI uH2 be a partition. Put C I = A [HI], C2 = A [H2 ]; clearly C I u C2 = 
pR is a partition. It follows from the Hales-Jewet theorem that there is a line L such 
that either L c C I or L c C2 , and hence there exists a subgraph «X; )~, At') of «Yj)~, H) 
isomorphic to «Xj)~, At) such that either At' CHI or At' cH2 • 
3. FIRST PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We prove here the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. For every a-partite k-graph «Xi)f, At), there exists an a-partite k-graph 
«Yi)f, H) with the following property : For every coioringc:H ~ {a, I}, there exists a subgraph 
«XDf, At') of «Ydf, H) isomorphic to «Xdf, At) such that c restricted to the set At' is a 
constant mapping. 
Theorem A implies the theorem stated in the Introduction; (U Yi , H) is clearly a 
Ramsey graph for (UXi,At). 
In the proof of above theorem we shall use the following well known theorem. 
RAMSEY'S THEOREM [12]. For every positive integers k and m, there exists a smallest 
positive integer r = r(k, m), such that for every set X, Ix! ~ r and for every mapping 
c : [xt ~ {I, 2} there exists a subset X' eX, Ix'! ~ m and i E {I, 2} such that c (x) = i for 
every x E [X']k. 
PROOF OF THEOREM A. Let now G be a given k-graph with m vertices and let H 
be a complete k-graph, with r vertices, where r = r(k, m) is the Ramsey number. Let 
{v 10 V2, ... , vr } and {E 10 E 2, ... , E s }, s = m be the vertex and edge set of the graph H 
respectively. For each E i, consider a k-graph with the vertex set Xi, which is isomorphic 
to G. Put P = (~) and let {Glo G 2 , ••• , Gp } be a system of all the above k-graphs. We 
shall construct inductively an r-partite k-graph P'. Put 
pD = «X? )1, At D) 
where 
and let 
{(XiI' h), (Xi2,h), .. ·, (xi.,h)}EAt D if 
{XiI' Xi2"'" XdEE(G j ) (see Figure 2). 
and only if h = h = ... h = j and 
Let us suppose that we have defined for some n < s an r-partite k-graph 
pn = «X7 )1, Atn). 
Put En+l = {Vip Vi2' ... , Vi.} and let A be the k-partite k-graph induced on the set 
X71 uX72 U·· ·uX~. 
Let B be a Ramsey k-partite k-graph for A (the existence of which follows by the 
k-partite Lemma in Section 2). Denote by q the number of induced subgraphs of B 
which are isomorphic to A. Explicitly, let Alo A 2 , ••• , Aq be all induced subgraphs of 
B which are isomorphic to A. For each j ~ q let CPj: Aj ~ B be the natural inclusion. 
Put 
ou(pn+l) = U X7+\ 
i~l 
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where 
X n+l U Xn {'} f . -J." • i = iX] or/..-/h /2,···,Ik, j ... q 
Xr1 = OILj(B) for j = 1, 2, . .. , k. 
Let !/Ij: OIL (pn) -+ OIL (pn + 1) be a 1-1 mapping defined by 
!/Ij(X) = cpj(X) for x EOIL(A), 
!/Ij(X) = (x, j) for x It OIL (A). 
x, 
Define {Xl, X2, • •. , Xk}E E(pn+l) if and only if there exists j".;;q and {Yh Y2, . .• , YdE E(pn) such that 
It can be seen easily that for every n = 0, 1, ... , s -1 the following holds: If all edges 
of pn+l which are induced on the set Xn = X?, U X?2 U' .. U X?k are two-colored (where En+l = {ViI' Vi2' ... , Vik})' then there exists a subgraph fi" of pn+l which is isomorphic to pn such that all edges of fi" induced on the set Xn are monochromatic. 
Thus for any two-coloring,.,«5 ="'«1 U"'«2 of the edge set of the k-graph Ps there exists 
a subgraph ptJ of en + 1 isomorphic to pO such that the color of an arbitrary edge {Xj" xi2,' .. , Xjk} of pO, where we assume Xi; E~" dep~ds oJLthe set {it, jz, . .. ,jd only. Using the Ramsey theorem we obtain a sub graph G of pO which is monochromatic 
and isomorphic to G. 
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4. SECOND PROOF 
For an a-partite k-graph «X;)~, At), let us define tr At as the set of all those edges 
which intersect every set Xi, i > 0, i.e. tr At = {M EAt, i > 0 => 1M n xd = 1}. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. For every a-partite k-graph «X;)~, At) there exists an a-partite k-graph 
« Yi)~' K) with the following properties. For every coloring c: tr K ~ {O, 1} of the set tr K 
there exists a subgraph «XDo,At') such that 
(i) «XDo, At') = «X;)o, At), 
(ii) the color of an ME tr At' depends on max M n Xo only (explicitly: there exists a 
coloring c': Xb ~ {O, 1} such that c (M) = c'(max M n Xb) for every M E tr At'). 
We get the theorem stated in the Introduction as follows: Let (X, At) be a fixed k-graph. 
Let (XV, AtV) be a k-graph with the following property: for every coloring c: XV ~ {O, 1} 
there exists a subgraph (X', At') of (XV, AtV), (X', At') = (X, At) such that the coloring 
restricted to X' is a constant. 
The existence of (XV, AtV) is easy to prove. Explicitly it is contained in [4,8] and it is 
an easy consequence of the existence of a simple 3-chromatic lXi-graph (see [8]). 
Let (Y, K) be a O-partite k-graph with the properties of Theorem B w.r.t. (XV, AtV) 
(i.e. we apply Theorem B for a = 0), As tr K = K it is easy to check that (Y, K) is a 
Ramsey k-graph for (X, At). 
PROOF OF THEOREM B. We proceed by double induction on k - a and IXol. If k < a 
then tr At = 0 (using the definition of tr At) and therefore we may put «Yj)o, K) = 
«Xj)~, At). If k = a then we use the k-partite Lemma: Let «X;)o, At) be given. Put 
Ato = {M EAt, M nXo = 0}. Let «Y;)f,Ko) be the k-partite k-graph with the properties 
of the k-partite Lemma. Find « Y i )~, K) with the following properties: For every sub graph 
«X;)f,At') of «Yj)f,Ko), «X!)f,Atb) = «Xj)f,Ato) there exists a subgraph «X!)o,At') 
such that «X; )~, At') = «Xj)~, At). One can easily check that «Yj)~, K) has all the proper-
ties of Theorem B w.r.t. the graph «Xj)o, At). Let k >a be fixed; assume the validity of 
Theorem B for all a'>a. Fix «Xi)~,At) and proceed by induction on IXol. If Xo= 0 
then tr At = 0 and we may again put «Y;)~, K) = «Xj)o, At). LetXo ~ 0. Putxo = max Xo 
and consider the a-partite k-graph «X7 )~, At V) where X7 = Xj for i > 0, X~ = Xo - {xo} 
andAt v ={M EAt, xoeM}. 
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As Ixe; 1< IXol for «X7)g,vtC) there exists «Y7)g,XV) with the properties of Theorem B. Find « y7)g+\ XVV) such that for every sub graph «X;)g, "«') of « Y7 )g, XV), 
«X;)g,"«') = «X7)g,"«V) there exists a subgraph «X;)g+\,,«') of «Y7)g+\XVV) such that «Xb uX~+t. Xl. X 2 , .•• , X a), "«') = «Xi)g, ,,«). This is an amalgamation, for every 
copy of «Xng,"«V) in «Y7)g,XV) we simply add a new vertex. These vertices form 
Y;+1 
FIGURE 4. 
yV 
o 
yV , 
Y~+l (see Figure 4). Let «yi)g+t, X) be an a + I-partite k-graph with properties given in Theorem B (with respect to « Y7)g+\ XVV». It is a matter of routine to check that 
« Yo u Ya+t. Yl. . .. , Ya),"«) has all the properties guaranteed by Theorem B with 
respect to «Xi)g,,,«). 
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